
KEY FEATURES

  9 Independent control of left and right-hand side trailer 
brakes

  9 Continual closed loop feedback

  9 Automatic system disabling in off-road conditions

  9 Easy to install

  9 “Sleep mode” to conserve battery

  9 Fully sealed

  9 Waterproof

  9 100% tested for reliability

  9 BMPRO BatteryPlus35-II and J35 compatible

  9 2 year warranty

BMPRO’s SwayControl is a proactive electronic stability control 
that automatically stabilises a caravan/trailer in the event of a 
sway.

Caravan/trailer sway, which can be caused by changing road 
conditions, driver error, lateral winds or a passing truck, is 
automatically corrected, keeping you safe on the road.

The SwayControl is connected directly to the trailer braking 
system and continuously monitors the caravan/trailer for signs of 
sway.

The SwayControl distinguishes between safe maneuvering and 
dangerous trailer sway and does not require driver intervention.

The SwayControl quickly and effectively applies the necessary 
braking force to both sides of the brakes independently and 
proportionately to correct sway, preventing the sway from getting 
worse and potentially causing a jackknife or rollover.

SWAYCONTROL SPECIFICATIONS

System Voltage 12 - 15V

Power Source Caravan/trailer house battery

Current Draw (Sleep Mode) 35mA ± 2%

Sleep Mode After 30 minutes of inactivity

Current Draw (Sleep Mode) 35mA ± 2%

Wake-up Mode Brake controller signal

Preprogramming No

Auto System Disable (ASD) Yes

Off-road deactivation Automatic

Braking Level Adjustment Automatic

Braking Levels Independent left/right

Maintenance None

Status Indicator LED

Dimensions 146mm x 89mm x 55mm
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